Alternative end joining mechanisms exhibit varying dynamics in double strand break repair
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Abstract

Double strand breaks (DBSs) promote multiple repair pathways and can give rise to different mutagenic processes. The propensity for activation directly affects genomic instability, with implications across health and evolution. However, the relative contribution of these mechanisms, their interplay and regulatory interactions remain to be fully elucidated. Here we present a new method to model the combined activation of non-homologous end joining, single strand annealing and alternative end joining. We use Bayesian statistics to integrate eight biological data sets of DSB repair curves under varying genetic knockouts. Analysis of the model suggests that there are at least three disjoint modes of repair, which we assign as fast slow and intermediate. Our results show that when multiple datasets are combined, the rate for intermediate repair is not constant amongst genetic knockouts. Further analysis suggests that the ratio between slow and intermediate repair depends on the presence or absence of DNAPKcs and Ku70. We outline how our insights can be directly tested using imaging and sequencing techniques and conclude that there is evidence of variable dynamics in alternative repair pathways. Our approach is an important step towards providing a unifying theoretical framework for the dynamics of DNA repair processes.

1 Introduction

Double strand breaks and genetic mutations  Double strand breaks (DSBs) are lesions in DNA that occur naturally by oxidative stress, DNA replication and exogenour sources [1,2]. When left unprocessed or during erroneous repair, they cause changes to DNA structure creating mutations and potential genomic instability [3-8]. To repair DSBs, multiple mechanisms have evolved and are known to include non homologous end joining (NHEJ) [7,8,17], homologous recombination [18] including single strand annealing (SSA) [19,20], microhomology mediated end joining (MMEJ) [21,22] and alternative or back-up end joining (A-EJ) [23,24]. The choice of mechanism depends on the structure of the break point, where simple breaks caused by restriction enzymes are different in structure from those caused by ionising radiation (IR) (reviewed in [25,26]). This affects the probability of error prone repair because mutations are mechanism specific and depending on which mechanism is activated a cell might exhibit chromosome translocations [4,5], small deletions or insertions [6,7] and
recombination leading to loss of heterozygosity [8]. For example, in mouse, error by SSA causes chromosome translocations [4] and in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, NHEJ of simple DSBs is associated with small deletions or insertions [7]. In vivo studies of DSBs have suggested that in addition to structural activation arising from the break point, cell-cycle dynamics also play a role in repair mechanism activation (reviewed in [27]). In particular the choice of mechanism is not fixed at the time of damage and cells exhibit a pulse like repair in human U-2 OS cells [28], a behaviour supported by a molecular basis for cell cycle dependence in NHEJ, mediated by XIf1 phosphorylation [29].

To understand how mutations are distributed in the genome, it is important to uncover the dynamic activation and interplay between different DSB repair mechanisms. This mutual activation is not fully understood, however the individual repair mechanisms and recruitment proteins of NHEJ, SSA and A-EJ have been documented. NHEJ requires little or no homology, is a mechanism of DNA end joining in both unicellular and multicellular organisms [7] and can exhibit fast repair by the binding of DNA-PK [15]. In vertebrates, NHEJ initiates the recruitment and binding of several proteins. These have been shown to include Ku70, Ku80, DNA-PKcs, Artemis and Ligase IV in a cell free system [9]. Ku70 and Ku80 are subunits of the protein DNA-PK. Biochemical and genetic data suggests they bind to DNA ends and stimulate the assembly of NHEJ proteins by DNA-PKcs [10-12]. Repair proceeds by Artemis facilitated overhang processing and end ligation via DNA Ligase IV [13-14]. Although well studied, new regulating components of NHEJ are still being discovered, for example the protein Paxx [17]. SSA is slower than NHEJ and in yeast works at almost 100% efficiency for homologous regions of at least 400bp [6]. First described in mouse fibroblast cells [19-20], during SSA two complementary sequences are exposed through a 5′ to 3′ exonuclease end resection and aligned. Remaining overhangs are then cut by an endonuclease and the DNA is reconstructed by DNA polymerase using the homologous sequences as a template. Some of the components that contribute to SSA have been identified in eukaryotes e.g. the complex MRN consisting of Mre11, Rad50 and Nibrin which facilitates DNA end resection [30]. Following resection, replication protein A (RPA) binds to the DNA and when phosphorylated, forms a complex with Rad52 to stimulates DNA annealing [31,32]. Similarly to NHEJ, following gap repair, SSA is terminated with end ligation by Ligase III [33]. Data of repair kinetics for mutants defective in Rad52 show limited slow repair in comparison to wild type repair curves in gamma irradiated cells in chicken B line cells [34], suggesting that SSA may be active in the repair of DSBs caused by IR. In yeast, it has been suggested that SSA constitutes a major role in the repair of DSBs accounting for three to four times more repairs than gene conversion during M phase [35]. One interesting finding in genetic studies is that when NHEJ is compromised, DSBs are removed by alternative mechanisms that we collectively refer to as A-EJ [23,36], (reviewed in [37-39]). It is still unclear how A-EJ is regulated or interacts with other processes and there is evidence that the mechanisms are active in the repair of breaks with microhomology of 3-16 nucleotides, reviewed by Decottignies [39]. The mechanism has adopted various names in the literature, such as MMEJ in yeast [40] and back-up NHEJ (B-NHEJ) in higher eukaryotes [38]. Thought to act on break points with ends that are not complementary in the absence of NHEJ factors [36], an assortment of PARP-1, 53BP1, Lig3 and 1, Mre11, CtIP and Polθ have been proposed as regulators of A-EJ. PARP-1 is required and competes with Ku for binding to DNA ends through the PARP-1 DNA binding domain [24]. Other proteins are involved in initial binding, where activation of 53BP1 in MMEJ is dependent on Ku70 and independent of DNA-PKcs [22] and CtIP has been associated through the use of microhomology [41]. The proteins required for end joining have been identified as Lig3 and Lig1 in the absence of XRCC1 [42-44]. This pathway
has never been observed in single cells and it is unclear how A-EJ is related to other mechanisms. However, targeted RNAi screening for A-EJ has uncovered shared DNA damage response factors with homologous recombination [45]. For an illustration of the three mechanisms (see Figure 1a).

Mathematical models of DSB repair have used biphasic [51], biochemical kinetic [52–57], multiscale [58, 59], and stochastic methods [60]. In a study by Cucinotta et al. [53], a set of coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations were developed. The model was based on the law of mass action and stepwise irreversible binding of repair proteins to describe NHEJ rejoining kinetics and the phosphorylation of H2AX by DNA-PKcs. Similar studies have modelled repair kinetics and protein recruitment during SSA [54, 56], NHEJ [55] and other mechanisms including NHEJ, HR, SSA and two alternative pathways under a wide range of LET values and heavy ions [57]. These studies have been met with some controversy, for example with the argument that the biphasic model has never succeeded in providing definitive values for the repair components [48]. Recently however, the models have been further developed to model the complexity of a DSB by application to damage induced by ionising radiation of different qualities [46, 47]. This can be achieved because the spectrum of DSB-DNA damage can be computed by applying Monte Carlo track structure [49], for which various alternatives are reviewed in [50]. Previous biochemical kinetic models have been used to reproduce the experimental data observed. This approach often uses more parameters than are required to describe sequential steps in the repair process. This can cause difficulty in identifying parameter values because multiple parameter value combinations may be able to describe the data well, an issue known as identifiability. Consequently, predictions are not unique, which can be detrimental in the design of a biological experiment. Therefore the creation of models that provide a unique interpretation of repair dynamics is a challenge.

Here we develop a statistical model that can take DSB repair curve data, such as those generated from pulse field gel electrophoresis or comet assays, and infer repair mechanism activation. The method relies on training a simple model against multiple datasets of DSB repair under different genetic knockouts when multiple repair mechanisms are activated. Using the most probable set of parameter values, we can then simulate the model and make predictions on the activation of different rates of repair. Unlike previous modelling approaches, we do not model individual recruitment proteins. Instead we assign parameter values to different rates of repair. This has two benefits. Firstly it provides a method to uncover different rates of repair arising from different repair mechanisms that are implicit in the data. Secondly, it reduces the number of parameters required to describe the system, leading to a more identifiable model. Our approach strikes a balance between a detailed mechanistic description of the biochemical components with a traditional statistical model. This enables insights into the dynamical process underling repair pathways combined with novel and testable predictions. We use this method to integrate the data from eight repair curve assays under genetic knockouts including combinations of Ku70, DNA-PKcs, Rad52 and Rad54. We show that there are at least three disjoint dynamical repair mechanisms that explain the combined data and the dynamics depend on the regulating recruitment proteins. We propose that there are a number of alternative end joining dynamical processes that may or may not share a common genetic pathway. We also show that the activation of different repair processes over time depends on the speed of the dynamics.
2 Materials and Methods

A model of fast, slow and intermediate repair  We assume DSBs caused by ionising radiation (IR) can be repaired at fast, slow and intermediate rates and propose that these could describe NHEJ, SSA and A-EJ respectively, see Figure 1b. Other mechanisms could be included, such as Rad54 dependent homologous recombination but this mechanism is not assumed to contribute substantially in the datasets that we use to assign parameter values in our model. A-EJ is taken to be ten fold less active than NHEJ but we impose no restriction on it’s dynamic behaviour by allowing the activation to change between the datasets. Although we assume a set of fast, slow and intermediate repair, there is an extent to which the three pathways may overlap. For example, it is unclear whether alternative end joining depends on the presence of microhomologies and it has been proposed that the complex MRX may be required. To address this, we model the data using distributions of the repair rates and allow for some overlap between the slow and intermediate mechanisms, which is known as a hierarchical model in statistical terminology. DNA repair is modelled with a stochastic reaction system consisting of six reactions on a population of DSBs (see Supplementary Data). In summary, the system models a population of DSBs, that in the presence of repair regulating components that we denote by E, can enter either fast, slow or intermediate repair, (Figure 1b). The recruitment reactions and three ligation reactions can be summarised:

\[
\text{DSB} + E \xrightarrow{K} \text{Repair} \\
\text{Repair} \xrightarrow{K} \text{Ligation},
\]

where E represents one of the repair proteins Ku, MRN and PARP-1 and K represents the binding dependent rate for initial protein recruitment and end ligation (Figure 1b). Note that we constrain the parameter K to be equal in the recruitment and repair reactions. To model the limited resources available to the cell, we follow the approach of Cucinotta et al., and assume that the total amount of protein is conserved for each repair mechanism, which models the assumption that the sum of all bound and free protein does not change over time and in the deterministic system results in a nonlinear coupled ordinary differential equation (see supplementary material). We are interested in modelling live single cell DNA repair and because of intrinsic variation between cells we assume a stochastic model. To incorporate random recruitment and intrinsic stochasticity, we adopt a molecular approach to kinetics. In this method, binding is not deterministic and reactions depend on the probability that a DSB and a repair protein will be within a reacting distance. This is implemented in our code by formulating Kolmogorov’s forward equation for the stochastic petri network and simulating with the Gillespie algorithm. The full set of reactions, prior distributions on parameters and initial conditions are presented in the Supplementary Data. At any time, t, the total observed DSBs, x(t), are given by the sum of all states for all DSBs in the population, where N_j is the number of DSBs in state j. The proportion of DSBs repaired by each mechanism are estimated by calculating the cumulative number of DSBs that enter each individual pathway (see Supplementary Data).

Experimental data The experimental data used in this study are published repair curves that are generated from methods of pulse field gel electrophoresis, a technique that distributes the DNA according to the length of the fragment. We model the dose equivalent number of DSBs that are ob-
tained from the fraction of DNA released into the gel \[64\]. Table 1 lists the experimental data that are used for inference. Cells were \(\gamma\)-irradiated in a Cs\(^{137}\) chamber \[65\] or exposed to X-rays \[15\] and the number of DSBs within the population recorded over time. The eight data sets are labelled D1-D8. Data D1 represents the wild type in this study and, since the cell cycle phase is unrestricted, we expect all three repair processes to be present. Data D2 and D3 are DNA-PKcs knockouts in G1 and G2 phase, where we expect NHEJ to be compromised but since Ku is present we still expect the recruitment process. Data D4 is a Rad52 knockout where we expect only NHEJ and A-EJ to be present. Data D5 and D6 are Ku knockouts and we assume that the whole of the NHEJ pathway compromised and only SSA and A-EJ remain. Data D7 and D8 are expected to have no repair by PARP-1 mediated A-EJ because both sets were treated with PARP-1 inhibitors. Data D7 comes from \(Ku70^{-/-}\) mouse fibroblasts, where we expect to see no repair by NHEJ as well as a lack of A-EJ due to PARP-1 inhibition \[24\].

**Parameter estimation and approximate Bayesian computation** To build a model that can be used to obtain unique predictions, it is advantageous to minimise the number of parameters that describe the system. To do this, we developed a hierarchical model \[67\], where the parameter values \(K_j\), \(j \in \{1,2,3\}\) are log normally distributed and share a common mean, \(\mu_j\), across all the datasets in which they are included (see Figure 2a). By drawing parameters from one common hyper parameter across the datasets, the total number of parameters required to describe the data is reduced. For datasets in which a repair protein is repressed downstream of the initial protein that binds, we impose an additional hyper parameter \(\mu_4\). We include this additional hyper parameter because it is not clear if a repair mechanism remains active when individual regulating proteins are repressed. Altogether, our model contains five hyper parameters to model eight independent datasets and each of the model parameters \(K_j\) are drawn from these four parameters accordingly (see table 2 and supplementary material). The fifth hyper parameter is the variance \(\sigma\), which is shared amongst all parameters and the data. To assign values to our parameters, we perform approximate Bayesian computation sequential Monte Carlo (ABC SMC) \[68–71\]. This is one method that can be used to fit a model to multiple datasets when the likelihood is not available, and has previously been applied to estimate parameter values in a model of DNA methylation \[72\]. The method is used to calculate the target posterior density \(\pi(\mu|\bar{D})\). This is the most probable set of parameters that can describe our data \(\bar{D} = \text{D1-D8}\). For further details on the hierarchical model and ABC SMC see the Supplementary Data.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 DSB repair requires fast, slow and alternative mechanisms

ABC SMC was performed on the experimental data with the model parameters presented in table 2, (for prior distributions see supplementary material). The fit of the simulation to the data for all eight data sets is shown in Figure 2g. The fits capture the essential aspects of the repair curves and most points are consistent with the posterior distribution. The posterior distributions of the hyper parameters are shown in Figure 2b. Inspection of the interquartile range of the hyper parameters confirms that a combination of fast, slow and intermediate repair is sufficient to describe the wild type and mutant data (Figure 2c), Furthermore a two sided Kolmogorov Smirnov test between the posterior distributions for the hyper parameters confirmed that the four distributions were significantly different to one another \(\mu_1, \mu_2 D = 0.994, \mu_1, \mu_3 D = 0.7, \mu_2, \mu_3 D = 0.706, \mu_2, \mu_4 D = 1, \mu_4, \mu_3 D = 1,\)
Table 1: Table of data sets used for model fitting. The data contains DSB repair kinetics for cells that are irradiated at different doses or split into different phases of the cell cycle, G1 and G2. Data was traced from current literature, or where indicated was provided by G. Iliakis (*). References to the data and cell lines are provided. We chose a combination of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) and DT40 cells because DT40 cells remove DSBs from their genome similarly to mammalian cells [66].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Dose (Gy)</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Cell line, Mutant</th>
<th>Repair Mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>WT MEFs$^*$ [61]</td>
<td>NHEJ, SSA, A-EJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>DNA-PKcs$^{-/-}$ MEFs$^*$ [61]</td>
<td>SSA, A-EJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>DNA-PKcs$^{-/-}$ MEFs$^*$ [61]</td>
<td>SSA, A-EJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Rad52$^{-/-}$ DT40$^{-/-}$ [66]</td>
<td>NHEJ, A-EJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Ku70$^{-/-}$/Rad54$^{-/-}$ DT40$^{-/-}$ [34]</td>
<td>SSA, A-EJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Ku70$^{-/-}$ DT40$^{-/-}$ [34]</td>
<td>SSA, A-EJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Ku70$^{-/-}$ + DPQ MEFs [24]</td>
<td>SSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>WT + 3’-AB MEFs [24]</td>
<td>NHEJ, SSA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Model parameters with their corresponding hyper parameters used in our hierarchical model. Their values are fitted using ABC SMC. For prior distributions on the hyper parameters, see Supplementary Data.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Model Parameters</th>
<th>Mean (hrs$^{-1}$), Halftime (hrs)</th>
<th>Literature, (hrs$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>A-EJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1, 20</td>
<td>$K_{1d_1}$</td>
<td>$K_{2d_1}$</td>
<td>$K_{3d_1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2, 20</td>
<td>$K_{1d_2}$</td>
<td>$K_{2d_2}$</td>
<td>$K_{3d_2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3, 20</td>
<td>$K_{1d_3}$</td>
<td>$K_{2d_3}$</td>
<td>$K_{3d_3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4, 80</td>
<td>$K_{1d_4}$</td>
<td>$K_{2d_4}$</td>
<td>$K_{3d_4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5, 80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$K_{2d_5}$</td>
<td>$K_{3d_5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6, 54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$K_{2d_6}$</td>
<td>$K_{3d_6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7, 52</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8, 32</td>
<td>$K_{1d_8}$</td>
<td>$K_{2d_8}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Mean parameter values and repair half times after ABC SMC. Values can be compared to initial binding rate constants from two models in the literature [55] and [56].

all tests $p < 2.2e^{-16}$). For each data set (D1-D8) the posterior interquartile ranges of the parameters $K_1$, $K_2$ and $K_3$ were recorded (Supplementary Figure S1). The posterior for the wild type data is shown in Figure 2 d-f). Analysis of the marginal distribution shows that the parameter distributions of $K_1$, $K_2$ and $K_3$ deviate from the hyper parameter distributions, suggesting that although the rates are defined as fast, slow and intermediate, there is variation in activation of the mechanisms among different mutants (Figure 2d). There is some overlap in parameter values $K_1$, $K_2$ and $K_3$ (Figure 2e) but the interquartile ranges of the parameters $K_1$, $K_2$ and $K_3$ are disjoint (Figure 2f) and this result was tested for an additional prior range, giving similar results (Supplementary Figure S3). This is also observed in all eight datasets (Supplementary Figure S1). For all posterior distributions of the parameters and a plot of individual DSBs and their repair in the wild type model, see Supplementary Figure S2. When individual DSBs are tracked in the model, the DSBs are quickly distributed amongst the three pathways and repaired according to the predicted rate. A plot of the repair of individual DSBs in the wild type model is presented in Supplementary Figure S4. To check that our model parameters were robust to adding additional data, we performed ABC SMC again on nine datasets. This new dataset consisted of the eight datasets listed in Table 1 and an additional repair time series of xrs-6 cells deficient in Ku80 inhibited of PARP-1 by DPQ [24], in which cells were deficient in NHEJ and A-EJ. The results of the total number of DSBs repaired and our predictions on the activation of A-EJ using this dataset were the same and a comparison between the eight data and nine data posterior showed a similar fit (Supplementary Figure S5 and S6). In summary, we conclude that the biological data can be explained by one fast, one slow and at least one intermediate rate of repair.

3.2 The number of DSBs repaired by each mechanism depends on regulating recruitment proteins

By re-simulating from our fitted model we were able to examine the dynamics of DSB repair across mechanisms and datasets. Repair and the cumulative repair were plotted for each data set (see Figure 3a,d). Data sets in which NHEJ is active exhibited a faster repair with the cumulative number of DSBs reaching to within 80% of the total within a period of 2 hours post irradiation. Next, we plotted the
number of DSBs entering each repair mechanism as a time series (Figure 3b,e). The simulated data predicts that fast repair consistently processes most of the DSBs within two hours after radiation (red curves in Figure 3). Similarly, there were no clear differences amongst the data in the DSB processing by slow repair. Intriguingly, intermediate repair was slower in cells compromised of Ku70 (D5,D6) than those without DNA-PKcs (D2,D3) (green curves, Figure 3b,e) To calculate the predicted number of DSBs repaired by fast, slow and alternative mechanisms, we computed the density weighted integral $G_j(t)$. The results are shown in Figure 3c,f). The model predicts that the fast mechanism repairs most DSBs in the presence or absence of slow and intermediate mechanisms. Datasets for which cells were deficient in regulating components of NHEJ confirmed variation in the numbers of DSBs repaired by intermediate rates. In agreement with the results obtained from the time series plots (Figure 3b,e) there was a difference in the ratio of slow and intermediate rates between data sets D2,D3 and D5,D6. We also observed a difference in the number of DSBs repaired by A-EJ and slow rates between G1 and G2, corroborating with experimental results in the literature. Both rates increased and decreased significantly respectively (two sample t-test, p<0.01).

3.3 Fast and slow kinetics exhibit constrained rate parameters

To test the predictive capability of the model, we re-simulated repair curves using the posterior parameters for datasets D1-D8 and compared the simulated curves to new datasets from the literature (Figure 4). The model trajectories provide a good fit to wild type data at 40Gy (Figure 4a, [61]). More impressively, the simulations of cells defective in PARP-1 by application of 3′-AB and Ku80 deficient xrs-6 cells exposed to DPQ defective in PARP-1 and NHEJ show excellent agreement with the experimental curves (Figure 4b,c, [24]). This analysis suggests that small ranges of the rate parameters for the fast and slow repair processes, when assigned to NHEJ and SSA, can predict multiple low LET datasets under different experimental conditions. This suggests that they are constrained across experimental and biological conditions. Next we investigated whether the intermediate rates from our model could potentially fit the experimental data when activation of fast and slow rates are inhibited. We re-simulated the model again but this time set the parameters for active NHEJ and SSA to zero across the models for D1-D8. The results are shown in Figure 4d along with the corresponding experimental data. In wild type data, we see that it is possible for all the DSBs to be removed with the predicted rates of A-EJ, although repair is slower, suggesting that the ability for A-EJ to repair DSBs is not saturated. When Rad52 is inhibited, because PARP-1 could still compete with MRN we see that it is not possible with the predicted rates for all the DSBs to be repaired in the absence of NHEJ. There was no clear difference in the repair of DNAPKcs mutants, however when Ku70 is inhibited (data D5, D6) we see that when competition by slow repair is removed the predicted rates of A-EJ, suggest that the activation of A-EJ is not saturated and is perhaps inhibited by competition with MRN.

3.4 Alternative end joining demonstrates variable dynamics

The time taken for over half the DSBs to be repaired by intermediate repair is shown in Figure 5a. The majority of repair is fast, occurring within two hours, however, for cells deficient in Ku70, A-EJ adopts a slower repair with half maximum achieved at eight hours. We also looked at the activation of A-EJ across the datasets by comparing the posterior distributions. The interquartile ranges of the posterior distributions for A-EJ are shown in Figure 5b. Activation corresponding to the role of DNA
binding and end ligation is lowest in the wild type data, suggesting that intermediate mechanisms may compensate when either slow or fast repair is inhibited. The rate is highest in G2 when DNA-PKcs is inhibited. These data suggest that A-EJ adopts a slow or fast repair and that the speed of repair depends on the presence or absence of DNA-PKcs and Ku70, because inhibition of Rad52 had little effect on the time until half-maximum for A-EJ, although the rate was increased from the wild type data. There are two ways in which this difference between Ku70 and DNA-PKcs mutants can be interpreted. The first is that when Ku70 is inhibited, then two alternative mechanisms are activated, one that is fast and one that is slow. The other interpretation is that A-EJ is one repair mechanism that repairs at a slower rate when Ku70 is inhibited. We also modelled complete inhibition of intermediate repair when NHEJ is active to investigate how the assumptions of processes present within the datasets affects this conclusion. We found this does not change the range of the parameter distribution and we can recapture the dynamics observed, but the rate of fast repair is increased slightly in dataset D4 where there is inhibition of Rad52 (see Supplementary Figure S7.)

3.5 Total activation time of repair mechanisms depends on the rate of repair

Inspection of the time series data (Figure 3b,e) suggests that at time \( t = 0.5 \) hrs, the majority of DSBs that are being processed are within the fast mode of repair. Figure 5c illustrates a typical distribution of DSBs over each mechanism at different points in time. At time \( t = 0 \), the cells are exposed to a single dose of ionising radiation. Quickly, for example at time \( t < 1 \) hrs, fast and possibly faster alternative repair mechanisms dominate the DSB processing. Later, after all DSBs processed by the faster mechanisms have been repaired, the remaining DSBs fall within the category of breaks that require processing by slower mechanisms. This change in the activity of repair mechanisms could potentially be investigated by recording changes in the level of recruitment proteins or gene expression as time series. To quantify this change in our simulated data, we plotted the percentage of DSBs that remain in active repair mechanisms over time for the wild type data (see Figure 5d). By inspection, we can see that at 0.5 hours after irradiation around 50% and 5% of the remaining DSBs are within the fast and slow mechanisms respectively. At a time of \( t = 8 \) hrs, the percentage changes to roughly zero for fast repair and around 60% for slow repair. The error bars in Figure 4d) are the standard deviation and this variation is due to the variation in repair rate \( K_i \) for each mechanism. Ultimately, it is the values of the parameters \( K_i \) that determine the rate of repair, so to confirm if the dynamics presented in Figure 5c are representative of the whole data set, we considered all time series for all parameters, a total of 9000 simulations. For each parameter at every time point, we assigned a value of 1 if the corresponding mechanism for the parameter contained over 30% of the total DSBs being processed at that time point and a value of 0 if it contained less than 30%. The results are shown in Figure 5e, where for each parameter \( K_i \), a black line indicates the times at which the mechanism with rate \( K_i \) is greater than 30% active. There is a clear trend showing that the percentage of total activation decreases in time with an increase in repair rate \( K_i \). In other words, the slower the repair process the longer it is actively repairing DSBs. When repair is extremely slow the repair mechanism never reaches 30% of the current DSBs. In summary, these results predict that if a cell experiences a sudden creation of DSBs, then gene expression for slower repair mechanisms will be maintained for longer than those required for faster repair mechanisms such as NHEJ, a result that has been implied for NHEJ and HR (Figure 3 in [28]).
4 Discussion

In this study, we presented a new hierarchical model of DSB repair and applied ABC SMC to make predictions on the activation of at least three repair mechanisms. Our Bayesian approach suggests that fast, slow and intermediate repair are sufficient to describe the data observed. Because the model assumptions are simple and exclude the full mechanistic details of the biological processes, we have created an identifiable framework that has generated unique insights. To obtain these insights, we have analysed time series for fast, slow and intermediate repair by assuming that repair attributed to different mechanisms is implicit in the experimental PFGE data. Bayesian computation constrains our simulated data to the biological data so that statistical analysis performed on the simulations drawn from the posterior distribution provides an additional method to quantify biological datasets. In contrast to previous studies, we have designed our model so that our predictions can be directly reproduced by experimental techniques to further aid our understanding of the system.

We have identified four major insights, each of which can be further tested experimentally. The first insight is that the data is explained by at least three independent mechanisms. Our results suggest that there are multiple dynamic regimes for the intermediate process. For example a mechanism faster than Rad52 dependent HR is required to fit the experimental data to the model in datasets D2 and D3 (knock out of DNA-PKcs). Another interesting finding is that intermediate repair is increased in G2 phase of the cell cycle. If we assume that intermediate repair corresponds to alternative end joining, then this is in agreement with experimental results in the literature, supporting the existing biological evidence of the role of A-EJ in DSB repair \[61\]. This marries with genetic studies that suggest two forms of alternative end joining depending on the presence of microhomology \[39\].

By analysing simulated data generated from our model, we observe differences in the half time of repair in A-EJ, this leads us to a second insight that the speed of repair of A-EJ depends on the presence of regulating components in NHEJ and SSA. This prediction could be verified by recording the repair of DSBs in single cells with and without inhibitors for the regulating components and recording protein recruitment using time-lapse microscopy. There are existing experimental systems that would enable this type of experiment, for example the fluorescent tagged 53BP1 \[28\], a protein that co-localises with alternative DSB markers and fluorescent tagged PARP1, a candidate protein for A-EJ \[73\]. In reference to existing evidence, this result is interesting because we observe a slower rate of intermediate repair when Ku70 is inhibited and a faster rate of intermediate repair when DNA-PKcs is inhibited (datasets D5-D6 and D2-D3 respectively, Figure 3). In the experimental literature, Ku deficient cells do not produce NHEJ products due to excessive degradation or inhibition of end joining \[1\] so in Ku knock outs (D5-D6) our model suggests that a slow A-EJ is probably active. In addition, inhibition of DNA-PKcs does not activate repair by PARP-1 mediated A-EJ \[24\] and leads to elevated levels of resection and more HR \[74\]. Together with our model, this suggests that an alternative mechanism that is faster than PARP-1 mediated A-EJ is activated when DNA-PKcs is inhibited (data sets D2-D3). In summary, our second insight suggests that PARP-1 mediated repair is slower than a faster alternative mechanism that becomes active when there are elevated levels of resection. Although, complementary studies in yeast have suggested that A-EJ is repressed by RPA which promotes error-free homologous recombination by preventing spontaneous annealing between microhomology which can lead to MMEJ \[21\].

The third insight is obtained by applying a density weighted integral to compute the total DSBs repaired by each mechanism. In the experimental literature, NHEJ is considered a fast repair process
because the local availability of DNA-PKcs leads to a fast rejoining process \[15\] and in mammalian cells, has been suggested to repair the majority of DSBs caused by IR \[16\]. This is upheld with our model predictions that when active, fast processes repair the most DSBs. A novel way in which we can use the number of DSBs repaired is to estimate the proportion of mutations that are expected following DSB repair in wild type and mutant cells. Some cancers are deficient in at least one repair mechanism and in these cases, alternative mechanisms of repair have been observed to compensate \[75\]. This is apparent with an increase in chromosomal aberrations observed in cells compromised of NHEJ by loss of Ku80, suggesting a caretaker gene role for regulating components \[3\]. One mechanism that has been shown to play a role in cancer deficiency is A-EJ, where Polθ has been shown to be a necessary regulator for cell survival in homologous recombination deficient cancer \[5\]. Recently, mutations specific to alternative mechanisms have been identified, where next generation sequencing has revealed sequence specific chromosome translocations following A-EJ at dysfunctional telomeres \[5\]. In addition, A-EJ is error prone, giving rise to chromosome translocations, of which there are more when NHEJ is inactive, suggesting it’s role as a back up mechanism in eukaryotes \[44\]. If we know how many DSBs are likely to be repaired by each mechanism, this information will be important in predicting the numbers and types of mutations that we expect to observe. Potentially, a better understanding of the interplay between DSB repair mechanisms could be applied to design potential synthetic lethal therapeutics in cancer \[76\].

The fourth insight is that the expression profile of different DSB repair mechanisms changes over time, with slower repair mechanisms still remaining active many hours after the initial dose of radiation. Pulse like behaviour has been recorded in the repair of DSBs in human cells \[28\] and we suggest that this prediction could be further investigated using microarrays or RNA sequencing, although currently the genes involved in the different pathways - and how much they are shared - remains to be fully elucidated. This aspect of the model could be applied to general datasets. For example, if the rate of a repair mechanism is known by PFGE, then the time points at which the mechanism will dominate the repair after initial dose could be predicted.

Although we have made some predictions on the repair of DSBs quantified by PFGE, there are still some questions that will require further development before the model can be applied to general problems in DSB DNA repair. These limitations arise from the heterogeneity of the DNA damage spectrum, where complex breaks can account for 30-40% of the population \[77\]. Previous methods of Monte Carlo Track structure have been able to predict the number of single strand breaks, simple and complex DSBs that are created \[49\]. It is difficult however to determine the precise numbers of complex DSBs within a single repair curve that is generated following PFGE. By identifying proteins responsible for the processing of complex DSBs and analysing repair curves with and without their activity, it will be possible to gain understanding on the repair of heterogenous breaks. Recently, it has been suggested that the efficiency of ligations of DSB termini with proximal 8-oxoG lesions may be reduced relative to that for simple DSBs \[77\]. In the study by Dobbs et al., concerning base excision repair a potential role for NEIL-1 in the repair of complex DSBs is proposed. If it is the case that a substantial proportion of DSBs are complex, then inhibition of NEIL-1 should have an effect on the PFGE data. Since the datasets we used to fit our model used different doses we can’t rule out that complexity of DSBs alters the dynamics of repair. However we have demonstrated that our model is predictive across multiple doses in the low LET regime.

In addition to the DNA damage spectrum associated with the complexity of the break region, clustered DSBs can also be prevalent \[78\] and similarly to the dependence of complex DSBs on the
presence of specific recruitment proteins, DSBs that reside in heterochromatic regions have been shown to require Artemis [79]. Clearly, methods of single DSB measurement would be directly useful in understanding repair of heterogeneous populations of DSBs, such as the tracking and formation of $\gamma$-H2AX foci, however it has been shown that the normalised rate of repair resulting from physical methods of DSB quantification is different to the rate of repair in gamma-H2AX where there is a lag in the time for maximal DSBs to be recorded by foci. This could be because $\gamma$-H2AX is involved in the recruitment of repair complexes and because H2AX is present in clusters in bulk chromatin, the spreading of $\gamma$-H2AX is assumed to be non uniform [80]. Previous studies have modelled the formation of foci by summing the DSB enzymes involved in the phosphorylation of H2AX [53,57] and using this approach, our model could be developed to take into account lower doses of radiation.

With additional data it will be possible to extend the model and include additional terms such as explicit repressive cross-talk interactions. However, from our simple assumptions we have generated in silico data and used it to produce a number of unique insights that can be tested experimentally. Mathematical modelling not only facilitates the analysis of disparate datasets but also enforces the explicit formalisation of the underlying assumptions of our models. Our framework is a significant step towards a theoretical understanding of the dynamics DNA repair pathways. As the collection of larger and more complex datasets increases, we anticipate these approaches will be absolutely essential for the reverse engineering of these complex biological processes.
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7 Figure Legends

Figure 1: Modelling multiple repair mechanisms. a) Proteins and repair steps contributing to repair during SSA, NHEJ and A-EJ in mammalian cells (illustration). b) The model. Discs represent species and arrows represent reactions.
Figure 2: a) Diagram showing the parameter sampling process. Hyper parameters $\mu_i$ are drawn from a uniform distribution between $\alpha_i$ and $\beta_i$. Model parameters $K_i$ are sampled from a lognormal distribution with mean $\mu_i$. b) Posterior distributions for the hyper parameters $\mu_1$ to $\mu_4$. c) Box plot showing the interquartile ranges of the hyper parameters. d) Posterior analysis for dataset $D1$. Marginal distributions of the parameters $K_{1D1}$ to $K_{3D1}$ against the hyper parameters, (top left). Posterior distributions of the parameters $K_{1D1}$ to $K_{3D1}$, showing some overlap (top right). f) Interquartile range of the parameters $K_{1D1}$ to $K_{3D1}$. g) Time series plots of the experimental data and model simulation. Sub-figures on the top right represent the active repair mechanisms. Red, blue and green represent fast, slow and alternative repair.
Figure 3: Identifying fast, slow and alternative mechanisms. a) Simulated data and Cumulative DSBs. b) DSBs entering each repair mechanism. c) Total amount of DSBs repaired by fast, slow and alternative repair. a-c) Results shown for datasets D1-D4. d) Simulated data and Cumulative DSBs. e) Time series of DSBs entering each repair mechanism. f) Total DSBs repaired by fast, slow and alternative repair. d-f) Results shown for datasets D4-D8. Red, blue and green represent fast, slow and alternative repair.
Figure 4: Model predictions. a). Parameters were drawn from the hyper parameter distribution and the code was simulated again under different initial conditions (blue curve) and compared to different datasets (red curve). b). Model prediction (blue curve) of wild type repair (red curve) from our initial parameter fit (Figure 2g). c). PARP-1 inhibited repair predictions. The initial parameter fit (blue curves) provided a good fit to the experimental data. d). By setting the parameters of NHEJ and SSA to zero in our predicted posterior, we were able to simulate the expected contribution of A-EJ in our datasets where A-EJ is assumed to be active. Number of DSBs remaining in each of the datasets are shown in the grey shaded region.
Figure 5: a). Time in which a repair curve has reached below half its maximum value for each data set in which A-EJ is assumed to be active. The slowest mode of repair occurred in data sets 5 and 6, where Ku70 is inactive. b). Rectangle plot of the interquartile ranges of $K_3$ for all datasets where A-EJ is assumed to be active. c). Illustration, showing a typical distribution of the DSBs that remain to be repaired over time. For times $< 1$ hour a large proportion of DSBs are being repaired by fast NHEJ and faster A-EJ mechanisms, whereas at later times, the majority of DSBs reside in slower HR mechanisms. d). Time series showing the percentage of remaining DSBs in each repair pathway for the wild type data D1. e). Plot showing the time at which each repair mechanism is greater than 30% active for different parameter values. Grey indicates that the mechanism is less than 30% active and red indicates the mechanism is greater than 30% active.